
THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERETHOMAS TRELOARyAbstract. We study the symplectic geometry of the moduli spaces Mr = Mr(S3) ofclosed n-gons with �xed side-lengths in the 3-sphere. We prove that these moduli spaceshave symplectic structures obtained by reduction of the fusion product of n conjugacyclasses in SU(2), denoted Cnr , by the diagonal conjugation action of SU(2). Here Cnr is aquasi-Hamiltonian SU(2)-space. An integrable Hamiltonian system is constructed on Mrin which the Hamiltonian ows are given by bending polygons along a maximal collectionof nonintersecting diagonals. Finally, we show the symplectic structure on Mr relates tothe symplectic structure obtained from gauge-theoretic description of Mr. The results ofthis paper are analogues for the 3-sphere of results obtained for Mr(H 3 ), the moduli spaceof n-gons with �xed side-lengths in hyperbolic 3-space [KMT], and forMr(E3 ), the modulispace of n-gons with �xed side-lengths in E3 [KM1].1. IntroductionIn this paper we study the symplectic geometry of the space of polygons in S3 with �xedside-lengths modulo the group of isometries. We denote this moduli space byMr =Mr(S3).This paper is continuation of [KM1] and [KMT], which studied the polygonal linkages inEuclidean 3-space and hyperbolic 3-space, respectively.An (open) n-gon P in S3 is an ordered (n+ 1)-tuple (x1; :::; xn+1) of points in S3 � C 2called the vertices. We join the vertex xi to the vertex xi+1 by the unique geodesic segmentei, called the i-th edge (here we must make the restriction xi and xi+1 are not antipodalpoints). We let Poln denote the space of n-gons in S3. An n-gon is said to be closed ifxn+1 = x1. We let CPoln denote the space of closed n-gons. The group G = SU(2)�SU(2)acting on S3 by g � x = g1xg�12 ; x 2 S3, g = (g1; g2) 2 G, is the group of isometries of S3.Two n-gons P = (x1; :::; xn+1) and P 0 = (x01; :::; x0n+1) are equivalent if there exists g 2 Gsuch that g � P = P 0, that is g � xi = x0i, for all 1 � i � n+ 1.Let r = (r1; :::; rn) 2 Rn+ be an n-tuple of positive numbers with ri < � for 1 � i � n. Wedenote by eNr the space of open n-gons in which the side ei a has �xed length d(xi; xi+1) = ri.We then let fMr = eNr \ CPoln; Nr = eNr=G; and Mr = fMr=G. This paper examines thesymplectic geometry of the space Mr.We have G = SU(2) � SU(2), K is the diagonal subgroup in G, and P = G=K whichwe identify with SU(2). We equip G;K;P with the quasi-Poisson structures associated tothe standard Manin pair (g; k), where g = f(x; y) 2 su(2)� su(2)g and k = f(x; x) 2 g : x 2su(2)g.The main theorem of this paper is:Date: September 20, 2000.y Research partially supported by NSF grant DMS-98-03518.1



2 THOMAS TRELOARTheorem 1.1. The space Mr is a symplectic manifold with the symplectic structure ob-tained from reduction of the fusion product of n conjugacy classes in SU(2), Cr1~ � � �~Crn,by the diagonal dressing action (conjugation) of the quasi-Poisson Lie group K.We are also interested in �nding an integrable system on Mr. We denote by dij ageodesic connecting the vertices xi and xj (we always assume i < j), which we call adiagonal. Let `ij be the length of the diagonal dij . Then `ij is a continuous function onMr, but it is not smooth when either `ij = 0 or `ij = �. If dij and dkm are nonintersectingdiagonals, then f`ij ; `kmg = 0:By considering a maximal collection of nonintersecting diagonals, we obtain 12dim(Mr)Poisson commuting Hamiltonians.The Hamiltonian ow 	tij associated to a `ij has the following nice description. Separatethe polygon into two pieces via the diagonal dij, the Hamiltonian ow is given by leaving onepiece �xed while rotating the other piece about the diagonal at constant angular velocity1. The ow 	tij is called the \bending ow" along the diagonal dij .The paper is organized ad follows:In section 2, we give background material for Manin pairs and quasi-Poisson Lie groups.In section 3, we de�ne a symplectic structure on Mr by quasi-Hamiltonian reduction onthe fusion product of conjugacy classes.In section 4, we study the Hamiltonians `ij and their associated Hamiltonian ows.In section 5, we study the an action of the pure braid group on Mr given by the time 1Hamiltonian ows of a certain family of functions.In section 6, we relate the symplectic form on Mr to symplectic form given on therelative character varieties on n-punctured 2-spheres.We note that the moduli spaces of polygons in the spaces of constant curvature giveexamples of completely integrable systems obtained from the theory of Manin pairs associ-ated to a compact simple Lie group [AMM2]. The Manin pairs corresponding to the variousmoduli spaces are:� �su(2)n su(2)�; su(2)� for polygons in the zero curvature space (Lie-Poisson theory);� �sl2(C ) = su(2)C ; su(2)� for polygons in negative curvature space (Poisson-Lie theory);� �su(2)� su(2); su(2)� for polygons in positive curvature space (quasi-Poisson Lie the-ory). AcknowledgmentsThe author would like to thank John Millson for introducing him to the symplecticgeometry of polygons and for numerous fruitful discussions. Thanks are due to Bill Goldmanfor many useful conversations. The author would also like to thank Eckhard Meinrenkenbringing to his attention [AKS] and Propostion 2.8.2. Manin Pairs and quasi-Poisson Lie groups2.1. quasi-Poisson Structures. In this section, we let K be any compact simple Liegroup with Lie algebra denoted by k. Let G = K �K be the double of K with Lie algebra



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 3g = k� k. The Killing form on k, which we denote by (; ), de�nes a nondegenerate bilinearform B(; ) on g given byB((X1;X2); (Y1; Y2)) = (X1; Y1)� (X2; Y2); for (X1;X2); (Y1; Y2) 2 g:If we now let K denote the diagonal subgroup of G then its Lie algebra k is a maximalisotropic subalgebra of g. The pair (g; k) is a Manin pair. We will construct a quasi-PoissonLie group structure on G associated to the Manin pair (g; k) which restricts to a (trivial)quasi-Poisson Lie group structure on K. For background on quasi-Poisson Lie groups,quasi-Poisson structures, Manin pairs, etc. we refer the reader to [AKS], [Le], [KS1], [KS2].Let p = f(12X;�12X) 2 gg be the anti-diagonal in g. Then p is an isotropic complementof k. Note that p is not a Lie subalgebra of g ([p; p] � k), so the triple (g; k; p) is a Maninquasi-triple, rather than a Manin triple which arises in the theory of Poisson Lie groups.We call this triple (g; k; p) the standard Manin quasi-triple.A Manin quasi-triple gives rise to a Lie quasi-bialgebra (k; F; '). We can identify p withk� via the bilinear form of g. The cobracket on k is a map F : k ! k^k which is the transposeof the map from p ^ p! p, also denoted by F , de�ned byF (�; �) = �p[�; �]; �; � 2 p:We can also de�ne the element ' 2 ^3k by the map p ^ p ! k given by'(�; �) = �k[�; �]; �; � 2 p:For the Manin quasi triple (g; k; p) given above, we have F = 0 and ' = 124Pijk f ijkei^ej^ek,where [ej ; ek] =Pi f ijkei.We can also identify g with k� k� via the bilinear form B(,). The canonical r-matrix ong associated to the Manin quasi-triple (g; k; p) is an element rg 2 g
 g de�ned by the maprg : g� ! g given by rg(�;X) = (0; �) where X 2 g and � 2 g�. Let feig be an orthonormalbasis of k and f"ig be the dual basis in k�, thenrg =Xi ei 
 "i:The multiplicative 2-tensor wG = dLgrg � dRgrg actually de�nes a bivector on G,since the symmetric part of rg is a multiple of the bilinear form B(; ) on g. wg gives usa quasi-Poisson Lie group structure on G. wg naturally restricts to the trivial bivector onthe subgroup K � G. There is also a natural projection of wg to G=K = P , which canidenti�ed with K, via the map p : G! P de�ned by p(g1; g2) = g1g�12 . The bivector wP isgiven by wP = 12Xi e�i ^ e�i :Here e�i (e�i ) denotes the left-invariant (resp. right-invariant) vector �eld on P with valueei at the identity. We will use this notation for vector �elds on P throughout the rest ofthe paper. Note that wP is not multiplicative, so P is not a quasi-Poisson Lie group. Wewill see that in the next section that P is the target space of a generalized moment map.



4 THOMAS TRELOAR2.2. Moment map and reduction. The action of G on itself is by left multiplicationinduces an action of K on P , the dressing action, which is given by conjugation.We denote by xM the vector �eld, more generally the multivector �eld, on M inducedby the action of K on M and x 2 k satisfying(xMf)(m) = ddt jt=0f(exp(�tx) �m)where f 2 C1(M) and m 2 M . This is a Lie algebra homomorphism, i.e. [xM ; yM ] =[x; y]M for x; y 2 k.We have the following de�nition of a quasi-Poisson action.De�nition 2.1. Let (K;wK ; ') be a connected quasi-Poisson Lie group acting on a man-ifold M with bivector wM . The action of K on M is said to be a quasi-Poisson action ifand only if(i) 12 [wM ; wM ] = 'M(ii) LxMwM = �(F (x)M )for all x 2 k.The dressing action of K on P is a quasi-Poisson action. There is also a notion of ageneralized moment map associated to a quasi-Poisson action.De�nition 2.2. A map � :M ! P , equivariant with respect to the action of K on M andthe dressing action of K on P , is called a moment map for the action of K on (M;wM ) if,on any open subset of M , w](���x) = xM :Here �x 2 
1(P ) is de�ned by < �x; �P >= �(x; �) for x 2 k and � 2 p.De�nition 2.3. The action of K on M is called quasi-Hamiltonian if it admits a momentmap. A quasi-Hamiltonian space is a manifold with bivector on which a quasi-Poisson Liegroup acts by a quasi-Hamiltonian action.The following lemma will be useful in this paper for the proofs of Proposition 2.8 andTheorem 2.7.Lemma 2.4. Let (M;wM ) be a manifold with bivector on which the compact simple Liegroup K act in a quasi-Poisson manner. Then (M;wM ) is a quasi-Hamiltonian space ifand only if there exists a map � : M ! P which is equivariant with respect to action of Kon M and the action of K on P by conjugation which satis�esw](��(x; �)) = 12((1k +Ad�)x)Mfor all x 2 k. Here w] : T �M ! T�M is given by w](�) = w(�; �) for � 2 T �M , and� : T�K ! k is the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan on K. For K a matrix group � = k�1dk.Proof: See [AKS, Proposition 5.33].Example 2.5. The basic example of a quasi-Hamiltonian space is the space P . The actionof K on P is the dressing action and the associated moment map is the identity map. Thebivector on P is given by wP = 12Pi e�i ^ e�i .



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 5In general, any K-invariant embedded submanifold of P is also a quasi-Hamiltonianspace with moment map given inclusion.Example 2.6. Let (g; k; p) be the standard Manin quasi-triple. Let C � P be a conjugacyclass in P . The action of K on C given by conjugation is a quasi-Poisson action. Themomentum map associated to this action of is the inclusion map (i.e. � : C ! P givenby �(g) = g). Since the bivector wP is K-invariant, the bivector on C is given by therestriction wP jCEven though a quasi-Hamiltonian space (M;�;wM ) is not in general a Poisson manifold,12 [wM ; wM ] = 'M , there is still a notion of reduction to a symplectic manifold.Lemma 2.7. Let (M;wM ; �) be a quasi-Hamiltonian space such that the bivector wM iseverywhere nondegenerate. Assume M=G is a smooth manifold in a neighborhood U ofp(x0), where p :M !M=G and x0 2M . Let x 2M be such that p(x) 2 U and s = �(x) 2D=G is a regular value of the moment map �. Then the symplectic leaf through p(x) in thePoisson manifold U is the connected component of the intersection with U on the projectionof the manifold ��1(s).Proof: See [AKS, Theorem 5.5.5]2.3. Fusion product of quasi-Poisson manifolds. Given quasi-Hamiltonian spaces M1and M2 each acted on by K with associated moment maps �1 :M1 ! P and �2 :M2 ! P ,it is not true that M1 �M2 with the product bivector structure is a quasi-HamiltonianK-space with the action being the diagonal action of K on M1 �M2. We can de�ne a newbivector on M1 �M2 such that diagonal action is a quasi-Poisson action with respect tothis new bivector. M1 �M2 with this bivector is called the fusion product and is due to[AKSM].As de�ned in the previous section, the subscript M denotes the vector �eld, or multi-vector �eld, induced by the action of K on M .Proposition 2.8. Let (M1; w1; �1) and (M2; w2; �2) be quasi-Hamiltonian K-spaces in thesense of [AKS]. Then M = M1 �M2 with the action of K on M given by the diagonalaction, bivector on M given bywM = w1 + w2 + 12Xj (ej)M1 ^ (ej)M2and moment map � = �1�2 is a quasi-Hamiltonian K-space. Recall feig is an orthonormalbasis of k. M with this structure is called the fusion product of M1 and M2 and is denotedby M =M1 ~M2.Proof: We begin by showing the diagonal action of K on (M;wM ) is a quasi-Poisson action.For this we need to show,(i) 12 [wM ; wM ] = 'M(ii) LxMwM = 0.We will then show that � : M1 �M2 ! P given above is the moment map associatedto the diagonal action.It is a straightforward calculation to show (i):



6 THOMAS TRELOAR12hwM ; wMi = 12hw1 +w2 + 12Xj (ej)M1 ^ (ej)M2 ; w1 + w2 + 12Xk (ek)M1 ^ (ek)M2i= 12hw1; w1i+ 12hw2; w2i+ hw1 + w2; 12 nXj=1(ej)M1 ^ (ej)M2i+12h12Xj (ej)M1 ^ (ej)M2 ; 12Xk (ek)M1 ^ (ek)M2i= 12hw1; w1i+ 12hw2; w2i+ hw1 + w2;Xj (ej)M1 ^ (ej)M2i+18Xj;k �h(ej)M1 ; (ek)M1i ^ (ej)M2 ^ (ek)M2 + h(ej)M2 ; (ek)M2i ^ (ej)M1 ^ (ek)M1�But 12hwi; wii = 'Mi for i = 1; 2 since the K- actions on M1 and M2 are quasi-Poissonactions. Also, we have [(ek)Mi ; wi] = L(ek)Miw1 = ��F (ek)�Mi where F : k ! ^2k isthe cobracket. But F � 0 for the standard quasi-Poisson Lie group K we have, thus[(ek)Mi ; wi] = 0. Let f ijk denote the structure constants on k. The above equations thenbecome = 'M1 + 'M2 + 0 + 18Xj;k hej ; ekiM1 ^ (ej)M2 ^ (ek)M2+18Xj;k hej; ekiM2 ^ (ej)M1 ^ (ek)M1= 124Xijk f ijk(ei)M1 ^ (ej)M1 ^ (ek)M1 + 124Xijk f ijk(ei)M2 ^ (ej)M2 ^ (ek)M2+18Xijk f ijk(ei)M1 ^ (ej)M2 ^ (ek)M2 + 18Xijk f ijk(ei)M2 ^ (ej)M1 ^ (ek)M1= 124Xijk f ijk�(ei)M1 + (ei)M2� ^ �(ej)M1 + (ej)M2� ^ �(ek)M1 + (ek)M2�= 124Xijk f ijk(ei)M ^ (ej)M ^ (ek)M= 'MTo show (ii), we again use L(ek)MiwMi = 0.



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 7L(ek)MwM = L(ek)M1+(ek)M2�w1 + w2 +X(ej)M1 ^ (ej)M2�= L(ek)M1+(ek)M2�X(ej)M2 ^ (ej)M2�= Xh(ek)M1 ; (ej)M1i ^ (ej)M2 �Xh(ek)M2 ; (ej)M2i ^ (ej)M1= Xi;j Cikj(ei)M1 ^ (ej)M2 �Xi;j Cikj(ei)M2 ^ (ej)M1= 0We next use Lemma 2.4 to show that � = �1�2 : M1 �M2 ! P is indeed the momentmap associated to the diagonal action.w](��(x; �)) = w]((�1�2)�(x; �))= w]((x; ��2� +Ad��12 ��1�))= w](��2(x; �) + ��1(Ad�2x; �))= w]1���1(Ad�2x; �)�+w]2���2(x; �)�+ 12Xj �(��1(Ad�2x; �))(ej)M1� (ej)M2�12Xj �(��2(x; �))(ej)M2� (ej)M1(Mi; wi) is a quasi-Hamiltonian space with moment map �i : Mi ! Pi, so we have byLemma 2.4 w]i���i (x; �)� = 12((1 +Ad�i)x)Mi :We can also see thatXi �(��j (x; �))(ei)Mj� (ei)Mk = Xi (x;Ad��1j ei � ei)(ei)Mk= Xi (Ad�jx� x; ei)(ei)Mk= (Ad�jx� x)MkSo the above becomes



8 THOMAS TRELOARw](��(X; �)) = 12(Ad�2 +Ad�1�2X)M1 + 12(1 +Ad�2X)M2 + 12(Ad�1�2X �Ad�2X)M2�12(Ad�2X �X)M1= 12((1 +Ad�1�2)X)M1 + 12((1 +Ad�1�2)X)M2= 12((1 +Ad�1�2)X)MRemark 2.9. It is a quick calculation to show the fusion product is associative, that isM1 ~ (M2 ~M3) ' (M1 ~M2)~M3. The bivector is given byw = w1 + w2 + w3 + 12Xi (ei)M1 ^ (ei)M2 + 12Xi (ei)M1 ^ (ei)M3 + 12Xi (ei)M2 ^ (ei)M3 :The quasi-Hamiltonian space we are most interested in for this paper is the fusionproduct of n conjugacy classes in P . Recall from Example 2.6 that Cri � P is a quasi-Hamiltonian space with action given by conjugation and the associated moment mapgiven by inclusion. The fusion product of n conjugacy classes Cnr = Cr1 ~ � � � ~ Crn ,r = (r1; :::; rn) 2 R+ is also a quasi-Hamiltonian space with action given by the diagonal con-jugation and moment map e� :M ! P given by multiplication, e�(g1; g2; :::; gn) = g1g2 � � � gn.The bivector on this space is given byew = 12 nXi=1Xk �e�k ^ e�k�i + 12 nXi<jXk �e�k � e�k�i ^ �e�k � e�k�jwhere the subscripts i; j denote the vector �eld on Cri ; Crj � Cnr .2.4. Poisson bracket on C1(P n)K . For a general quasi-Hamiltonian space (M;wM ), thebracket on C1(M) de�ned by the bivector wM is not a Poisson bracket. This is easy tosee since the Shouten bracket [wM ; wM ] = 'M is an invariant trivector �eld. The bracketdoes however de�ne a Poisson bracket when we restrict to the space C1(M)K of smoothK-invariant functions on M .Lemma 2.10. Let K be a connected quasi-Poisson Lie group acting on a manifold (M;wM )in a quasi-Poisson manner. Then the bivector wM de�nes a Poisson bracket on the spaceC1(M)K of the smooth K-invariant functions in M .Proof: See [AKS, Theorem 4.2.2]For  2 C1(P n) we de�neDi : P n ! ki; D0i : P n ! kias follows. Let g = (g1; :::; gn) 2 P n and x = (x1; :::; xn) 2 kn, thendi g(x�) = (Di ; x) = ddt jt=0 (g1; :::; etxigi; :::; gn)di g(x�) = (D0i ; x) = ddt jt=0 (g1; :::; gietxi ; :::; gn):



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 9Here (; ) is the Killing form extended to kn by (x; y) =Pni=1(xi; yi) for x; y 2 kn.Remark 2.11. It is easy to see thatAdgiD0i (g) = Di We also de�ne 	j(g) = j�1Xi=1 hDi (g) �D0i (g)i +Dj (g)We now de�ne the Poisson bracket on C1(P n)K .Proposition 2.12. Let �;  2 C1(P n)K thenf�;  g(g) = nXj=1 �D0j�(g) �Dj�(g);	j(g)�Proof:Let us �rst note that for x; y 2 k Pi(x; ei)(y; ei) = (x; y). Now,f'; g(g) = w(d'; d )= 12 nXi=1Xk �e�k ^ e�k�i(d�; d ) + 12 nXi<jXk �(e�k � e�k)i ^ (e�k � e�k)j�(d�; d )= 12 nXi=1Xk di�(e�k)di (e�k)� di�(e�k)di (e�k)+12 nXi<jXk di�(e�k � e�k)dj (e�k � e�k)� dj�(e�k � e�k)di (e�k � e�k)= 12 nXi=1Xk �D0i�; ek��Di ; ek�� �Di�; ek��D0i ; ek�+12Xi<jXk �D0i��Di�; ek��D0j �Dj ; ek�� �D0j��Dj�; ek��D0i �Di ; ek�= 12 nXi=1 �D0i�;Di �� �Di�;D0i �+12Xi<j �D0i��Di�;D0j �Dj �� �D0j��Dj�;D0i �Di �= 12 nXi=1 �D0i�;Di �� �Di�;D0i �+12Xi<j �D0i��Di�;D0j �Dj ��Xi>j �D0i��Di�;D0j �Dj �But since  2 C1(P n)K is K-invariant, a quick calculation shows



10 THOMAS TRELOARnXi=1 [Di �D0i ] = 0Using this fact and also that (D0i�;D0i ) = (Di�;Di ) for all i, we can rewrite the aboveas, f�;  g = 12 nXi=1 �D0i; ��Di�;Di +D0i ��12Xi�j �D0i��Di�;D0j �Dj �� 12Xi>j �D0i��Di�;D0j �Dj �= nXi=1 �D0i'�Di';	i�From the above Proposition we can also de�ne the Hamiltonian vector �eld X associ-ated to  2 C1(P n)K by X = w](d ).Corollary 2.13. The Hamiltonian vector �eld X (g) = ((X1(g); :::;Xn(g)) associated tothe K-invariant function  2 C1(P n)K is given byXj(g) = dLgj	j � dRgj	j; 1 � j � n:and g = (g1; g2; :::; gn).Proof: We use the convention f�;  g = d�(X ) = Pnj=1 dj'((Xj(g)). Proposition 2.12gives us d�(X (g)) = f�;  g= nXj=1 �D0j��Dj�;	j�= nXj=1 dj�(dLgj	j)� dj�(dRgj	j)= nXj=1 dj�(dLgj	j � dRgj	j)
3. The symplectic structure on Mr(S3)Throughout the rest of the paper, we let G = SU(2) � SU(2), K = SU(2), and P 'SU(2). In this section, we will de�ne a symplectic structure on Mr obtained from thereduction of the fusion product of conjugacy classes to a symplectic manifold.



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 11Recall, we de�ned Poln(�) to be the open n-gons in S3 with side-length less than �, sothat we can choose an unique geodesic between vertices. The map � : P n ! Poln(�) �(S3)n de�ned by �(g) = (�; g1�; g1g2�; :::; g1g2 � � � gn�)is a di�eomorphism.Proposition 3.1. The map � is a K-equivariant di�eomorphism where K acts on P n bythe dressing action (diagonal conjugation) and on Poln(�) by the diagonal action on (S3)n.Proof: � 2 P is an element in P which is �xed by the K-action, that is Adk(�) = � for allk 2 K. For k 2 K and g 2 P n; k � p = (Adkg1; :::; Adkgn), so�(k � g) = (�; Adk(g1)�; :::; Adk(g1 � � � gn)�)= (Adk�; Adk(g1�; � � � ; Adk(g1 � � � gn�))= k � (�; g1�; :::; g1 � � � gn�):Remark 3.2. The map � induces a di�eomorphism from fg 2 P n : g1 � � � gn = 1g toCPol(�).We have seen that the K-orbits in a quasi-Hamiltonian space are quasi-Hamiltonianspaces. In particular, a conjugacy class C � P is a quasi-Hamiltonian space. Let r 2 Rn ,with r = (r1; :::; rn). Let Cri � P denote the conjugacy class in P such that ri = d(�; gi�) =cos�1 �� 12 trace(gi)� 2 R for all gi 2 Cri .Lemma 3.3. The map � induces a K-equivariant di�eomorphism from Cr1 � � � � �Crn toeNr, the space of open n-gons with �xed side-lengths based at �, where ri = d(g1�gi�; g1 �gi�1�),for all 1 � i � n.Proof: Follows from the fact that k �xes side-lengths.Corollary 3.4. � induces a di�eomorphism from the space fg 2 Cnr : g1 � � � gn = 1g=K toMr the moduli space of closed n-gons in S3.In x2:3 we saw that the fusion product of n conjugacy classes in P , (Cnr ; e�; ew), is aquasi-Hamiltonian space with the moment map e� given by multiplication. So, e��1(1)=K =fg 2 Cnr : g1 � � � gn = 1g=K. We must determine when this restriction and quotient givesrise to symplectic manifold. Lemma 2.7 tells us that e��1(1)=K is a symplectic manifoldwhen� ew is everywhere nondegenerate on Cnr� 1 is a regular value of e�.We use the following remark from [AKS, Example 5.5.4] to give the nondegeneracy condi-tion.Remark 3.5. Let K be a quasi-Poisson Lie group arising from the standard quasi-tripleand (M;�;w) is a quasi-Hamiltonian space. Then (M;�;w) is nondegenerate if and onlyif, for each m 2M , ker(w]m) = f��(x; �) : x 2 ker(1 +Ad�(m))g:Here x 2 k.



12 THOMAS TRELOARIt follows that the fusion product of conjugacy classes is nondegenerate.Lemma 3.6. 1 is a regular value of e� if and only if kg = fx 2 k : xCnr = 0g = 0 for allg 2 e��1(1).Proof: We refer to Lemma 2.4. Let x 2 k. Then x 2 (Im(de�jg))? , (x; e���) = 0 ,0 = ew]((x; e���)) = ((1 +Ade�(g))x)Cnr = (2x)Cnr .A polygon is said to be degenerate if it can be contained in a geodesic in S3. It followsfrom the above lemma that if there does not exist g 2 e��1(1) � Cnr such that �(g) is adegenerate polygon, then 1 is a regular value of e�.Theorem 3.7. The moduli space Mr containing no degenerate polygons has a symplecticstructure which is the transport structure from the moduli space ��1(1)=K.In x6, we need a formula for the symplectic form on Mr i in x6.Remark 3.8. The symplectic form is given bye! = nXi=1 !i + 12 nXi=1 nXj=i+1 �Adg1���gi�1 ��i ^b Adg1���gj�1 ��j� :where !i is the quasi-Hamiltonian 2-form on the conjugacy class Ci � SU(2), see [AMM1],and ��i is the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan form on Ci � SU(2). We denote by ^b thewedge product together with the killing form on G.4. Bending Hamiltonians4.1. Hamiltonian vector �elds. Recall, K = SU(2) and Cnr = Cr1 ~ � � � ~ Crn , whereCri � P is a conjugacy class in P ' SU(2). Let (x; y) = �12Tr(xy). In this section we willcompute the Hamiltonian vector �elds Xfj associated to the functions fi 2 C1(Cnr )K givenby fj(g) = tr(g1 � � � gj); 1 � j � n:See x2:4 for the de�nition of the Poisson bracket on C1(Cnr )K . We leave it to the readerto verify the following lemma.Lemma 4.1. Di+1fj(g) = D0ifj(g); 1 � i � j � 1D1fj(g) = D0jfj(g)for all 1 � j � n.We de�ne Fj : P ! k by Fj(g) = �(g1 � � � gj)� (g1 � � � gj)�1�:We then have the following lemma.Lemma 4.2. Fj(g) = D1fj(g)



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 13Proof: For g 2 Cnr and X 2 k(D1fj(g);X) = ddt ���t=0tr(etXg1g2 � � � gj)= tr(Xg1g2 � � � gj)= tr(g1g2 � � � gjX)but sincetr((g1g2 � � � gj)�1X) = tr((g1 � � � gj)�X) = tr(X�g1 � � � gj) = �tr(g1 � � � gjX)it follows that tr(g1g2 � � � gjX) = 12 tr�((g1g2 � � � gj)� (g1 � � � gj)�1)X�= �� ((g1 � � � gj)� (g1 � � � gj)�1);X�:Since ��(g1 � � � gj) � (g1 � � � gj)�1� 2 k and (; ) is a nondegenerate bilinear form, we haveD1fj(g) = ��(g1 � � � gj)� (g1 � � � gj)�1� = �Fj(g).We have the following formula of the Hamiltonian vector �elds Xfi .Theorem 4.3. The Hamiltonian vector �eld Xfi is has an i-th component given by(Xfj (g))i = dRgiFj(g)� dLgiFj(g); 1 � i � j;(Xfj (g))i = 0; j < i � nProof: Recall from Corollary 2.13 that for  2 C1(Cnr )K ;X (g) is given by(X (g))i = dLgi	i(g) � dRgi	i(g)where 	i(g) = D1 (g)�D01 (g) +D2 (g)� � � � �Di�1 (g) +Di (g). This together withLemma 4.1 gives us (Xfj (g))i = dLgiD1fj(g) � dRgiD1fj(g); 1 � i � jand (Xfj (g))i = 0; j < i � n:But from Lemma 4.2, �Fj(g) = D1fj(g), completing the proof.4.2. Commuting ows. In this section we will show the family of Hamiltonians ffjgnj=1Poisson commute for 1 � j � n.Proposition 4.4. ffi; fjg � 0 for all i; j.



14 THOMAS TRELOARProof: Without loss of generality we may assume i < j, then by Proposition 2.12ffi; fjg(g) = jXk=1�D0kfi(g)�Dkfi(g); Fj(g)�= �� jXk=1(D0kfi(g)�Dkfi(g)); Fj(g)�= �0; Fj(g)�= 0Here we used Pik=1(Dkfi �D0kfi) = 0.4.3. Hamiltonian ow. In this section we will calculate the Hamiltonian ow, �tj, asso-ciated to fj. Recall that the Hamiltonian ow is the solution to the ODE(�)( dgidt = dRgiFj(g) � dLgiFj(g); 1 � i � jdgidt = 0; j < i � nLemma 4.5. Fj(g) is invariant along solution curves of (*).Proof: To prove the lemma, it su�ces to show that  j(g) = g1 � � � gj is invariant alongsolution curves of (*).ddt j(g(t)) = ddt(g1(t)g2(t) � � � gj(t))= dg1dt (t)g2(t) � � � gj(t) + k1(t)dg2dt (t) � � � gj(t) + � � �+ g1(t)g2(t) � � � dgjdt (t)= [Fj(g(t))g1(t)� g1(t)Fj(g(t))]g2(t) � � � gj(t) + g1(t)[Fj(g(t))g2(t)� g2(t)Fj(g(t))] � � � gj(t)= g1(t)g2(t) � � � [Fj(g(t))gj(t)� gj(t)Fj(g(t))]= Fj(g(t))g1(t) � � � gj(t)� g1(t) � � � gj(t)Fj(g(t))= 0Lemma 4.6. The curve exp �tFj(g)� is periodic with period 2�=q4� f2j .Proof: Left to reader.We are now able to �nd the Hamiltonian ow �tj.Theorem 4.7. The Hamiltonian ow, �tj, associated to the Hamiltonian fj given by �tj(g) =�eg1(t); :::; egn(t)� where egi(t) = (Ad� exp(tFj(g))�gi; 1 � i � jgi; j < i � n:The ow is periodic with period 2�=q4� f2j .



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 15The ows f�tjg do not give rise to a torus action on Mr since they do not have constantperiod. We now look at the length functions `j(g) = cos�1(�12fj(g)). Thend`j = 1q4� f2j dfjand X`j = 1q4� f2j Xfj :It is not di�cult to see that the family of functions f`jgn�1j=2 also Poisson commute, buttheir Hamiltonian ows are not everywhere de�ned. If we restrict to the space M 0r such`j 6= 0 or `j 6= � for all diagonals in Mr. The Hamiltonian ows f	tjg on M 0r associatedto f`jg are periodic with constant period 2� and constant angular velocity 1. These owsde�ne a Hamiltonian (n� 3)-torus action on the space M 0r5. Braid action on MrThere exists an action of the pure braid group Pn on the manifold Mr which preservesthe symplectic structure. In this section, we show that the generators of the pure braidgroup arise as the time 1 Hamiltonian ows of the family of functions hij ; 1 � i < j � n� 1where hij 2 C1(Mr)K is de�ned by,hij(g) = 12� cos�1 �� 12 tr(gigj)��2:Let C12 denote C1 ~ C2, where Ci � P is a conjugacy class. Let w12 denote the quasi-Poisson bivector on C12. We have the following proposition.Proposition 5.1. The di�eomorphism R : C1 ~ C2 ! C2 ~ C1 given by R(g1; g2) =(Adg1g2; g1) is a bivector map taking w12 to w21.Remark 5.2. The di�eomorphism R0 : C1~C2 ! C2~C1 given by R0(g1; g2) = (g2; Adg�12 g1)is also a bivector map taking w12 to w21.Remark 5.3. R � R0 = IdC1~C2 = R0 � RWe now de�ne Ri : C1~ � � �~ (Ci~Ci+1)~ � � �~Cn ! C1~ � � �~ (Ci+1~Ci)~ � � �~Cnto be the map given byRi(g1; :::; gi; gi+1; :::gn) = (g1; :::; Adgigi+1; gi; :::; gn)that is, R applied to the ith and (i+ 1)th term of Mr. R0i can be de�ned in a similar way.Lemma 5.4. The full braid group Bn has a faithful representation as a group of automor-phism of the closed n-gons in S3 in which side-lengths are �xed but the order of the sides isnot �xed. The generators of Bn are given by Ri, 1 � i � n� 1.We now restrict Bn to Pn to get an action of the pure braid group on Cnr . This actioninduces a symplectomorphism on the moduli space Mr.Corollary 5.5. Let Aij = Rj�1 � � � � � Ri+1 � R2i � R0i+1 � � � � � R0j�1; 1 � i < j � n. Aijinduces a symplectomorphism from Mr to itself. Aij ; 1 � i < j � n are the generators ofPn which has a faithful representation as a group of automorphisms of Mr.



16 THOMAS TRELOARWe will now show that the braid group actions Aij can be realized as the time oneHamiltonian ows of the Hamiltonians hij given at the start of the section. We beginby studying the Hamiltonian ows associated to the functions fij 2 C1(Cnr )K given byfij(g) = tr(gigj). De�ne Fij : Cnr ! k by Fij(g) = �(gigj)� (gigj)�1�.The Hamiltonian ow associated to fij is given by �tij(g) = ( bg1(t); :::; bgn(t)) wherebgk(t) = 8>><>>:gk; 0 < k < i and j < k < n+ 1Ad� exp �tFij(g)��gk; k = i; jAd� exp �tFij(g)�gj exp �� tFij(g)�g�1j �gk; i < k < j:The following formula is used to relate �tij to Aij .Lemma 5.6. exp cos�1(�12 tr(g))p4� tr2(g) (g � g�1)! = gWe now notice that for time t = cos�1(� 12 fij(g))q4�f2ij(g) ,�tij = Aij:The time for which the �tij ows depends on the point in Mr at which ow begins. Wewould like time to be independent on the starting point. We can achieve this by takingthe Hamiltonian ows of the functions hij = 12 �cos�1(�12fij)�2. The Hamiltonian ow e�tijassociated to hij is the renormalization of the ow �tij so thate�1ij = Aijon Mr. We can see the pure braid group as the integer points in the Hamiltonian owse�tij; 1 � i < j � n.6. Connection with symplectic forms on relative character varieties ofn-punctured 2-spheresIn this section, we relate the symplectic form onMr(S3) given in Remark 3.8 to the sym-plectic form of Goldman type obtained from the description of Mr(S3) as the moduli spaceof at connections on an n-punctured 2-sphere. We follow the arguments of Kapovich andMillson [KM1, x5] which considers the analogous question for Mr(E 3). We begin with thegeneral case in which G is any Lie group with Lie algebra g which admits a nondegenerate,G-invariant, symmetric, bilinear form.6.1. Relative characteristic varieties and parabolic cohomology. Let � = S2 �fp1; :::; png denote the n-punctured 2-sphere and U1; :::; Un be disjoint disc neighborhoodsof p1; :::; pn, repectively. Further, � is the fundamental group of � with generators i,T = f�1; :::;�ng is the collection of subgroups of � with �i the cyclic subgroup generatedby i, and U = U1 [ � � � [ Un.Fix �0 2 Hom(�; G) a representation. In [KM2] the relative representation varietyHom(�; T ;G) is de�ned as the representations � : �! G such that �j�i is contained in theclosure of the conjugacy class of �0j�i .



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 17Remark 6.1. If G = SU(2), there exists a �0 such that the relative character varietyHom(�; T ;G)=G is isomorphic to Mr(S3). We will make this isomorphism explicit later on.Let � 2 Hom(�; T ;G). Then � induces a at principal G-bundle over �. The associatedat Lie algebra bundle will be denoted by adP .We de�ne the parabolic cohomology, H1par(�; ad P ) to be the subspace of the de Rhamcohomology classes in H1DR(�; ad P ) whose restrictions to each Ui are trivial.6.2. Gauge theoretic description of the symplectic form. Let b be the nondegener-ate, G-invariant, symmetric, bilinear form on g. A skew symmetric bilinear formB : H1par(�; ad P ) �H1par(�; ad P )! H2(�; U ;R)is de�ned by taking the wedge product together with the bilinear form b. Evaluating onthe relative fundamental class of � gives the skew symmetric form,A : H1par(�; ad P )�H1par(�; ad P )! R:Poincare duality give us nondegeneracy of A, so A is a symplectic form on Hom(�; T ;G).We will show A corresponds to the symplectic form e! given in Remark 3.8.We �rst pass through the group cohomology description of H1par(�; ad P ) to make thiscorrespondence explicit.We identify the universal cover of �, denoted e�, with the hyperbolic plane, H 2 . Letp : e� ! � by the covering projection. We de�ne the A�(e�; p�AdP ) with A�(e�; g) byparallel translation from a point x0. Given [�] 2 H1(�; ad P ) choose a representing closed1-form � 2 A1(�; ad P ). Let e� = p��. Then there is a unique function f : e�! g satis�ng:� f(x0) = 0� df = e�A 1-cochain h(�) 2 C1(�; g) is de�ned byh(�)() = f(x)�Ad�()f(�1x):This induces an isomorphism from H1(�; ad P ) to H1(�; g). It can be seen that [�] 2H1par(�; ad P ) if and only if h(�) restricted to �i is exact for all i. That is, there exists anxi 2 g such that h(�)(ki ) = xi �Ad�(ki )xi for each i a generator of �.We construct the fundamental domain D for � operating on H 2 as in [KM1]. Choosex0 on � and make cuts along geodesics from x0 to the cusps. The resulting fundamentaldomain D is a geodesic 2n-gon with vertices v1; :::; vn and cusps v11 ; :::; v1n ordered so thatas we proceed clockwise around @D we see v1; v11 ; :::; vn; v1n . The generator i �xes v1i andsats�es ivi+1 = vi. Let ei be the oriented edge joining vi to v1i and êi be the oriented edgejoining v1i to vi+1. Then iêi = �ei.Let � 2 Hom(�; T ;G) and c; c0 2 T� (Hom(�; T ;G)=G) ' H1par(�; g) be tangent vectorsat �. The corresponding elements in H1par(�; adP ) are denoted � and �0. So f : � ! gwhich satis�es df = e� and fi(x0) = 0. Let f(v1i ) = xi. Thenc(i) = f(x)�Ad�(i)f(�1i x)= f(v1i )�Ad�(i)f(�1i v1i )= f(v1i )�Ad�(i)f(v1i )= xi �Ad�(i)xi:



18 THOMAS TRELOARThere is an equivalent formulas for c0; �0; and f 0 with f 0(v1i ) = x0i.Let B�(�) be the bar resolution of �. Thus Bk(�) is the free Z[�]-module on the symbols[1j2j � � � jk] with@[1j2j � � � jk] = 1[2j � � � jk] + k�1Xi=1(�1)i[1j � � � jii+1j � � � jk] + (�1)k[1j � � � jk�1]:Let Ck(�) = Bk(�)
Z[�]Z with Z[�] acting on Z by the homomorphism � de�ned by�( mXi=1 aii) = mXi=1 ai:Then Ck() is the free abelian group on the symbols (1j � � � jk) = [1j2j � � � jk]
 1 with@(1j2j � � � jk) = (2j � � � jk) + k�1Xi=1(�1)i(1j � � � jii+1j � � � jk) + (�1)k(1j � � � jk�1):A relative fundamental class F 2 C2(�) is de�ned by the property@F = nXi=1(i):Let [�; @�] =Pni=2(1 � � � i�1ji) 2 C2(�), thenLemma 6.2. [�; @�] is a relative fundamental class.Proof: The proof is left to the reader.We will now give the symplectic form A in terms of group cohomology. We denote by[b the cup product of Eilenberg-MacLane cochains using the form b on the coe�cients.Proposition 6.3. A(�; �0) = nXi=1hc [b x0i); (i)i � hc [b c0; [�; @�]iWe will use the next Lemmas to prove Proposition 6.3.Lemma 6.4. Zei B(f; e�0) + Zbei B(f; e�0) = b �c(i); f 0(v1i )�� b �c(i); f 0(vi)�



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 19Proof: Recall ibei = �ei, so that bei = ��1i ei. We then haveZei B(f; e�0) + Zbei B(f; e�0) = Zei B(f; e�0) + Zbei B(f; e�0)= Zei B(f; e�0) + Z�1i ei B(f; e�0)= Zei B �f; e�0�+ Zei(�1i )�B(f; e�0)= Zei B �f; e�0�+ Zei B �(�1i )�f; (�1i )�e�0�= Zei B �f; e�0�+ Zei B �Ad�(i)(�1i )�f;Ad�(i)(�1i )��0�= Zei B �f �Ad�(i)(�1i )�f; e�0�= Zei B �c(i); e�0�= b �c(i); f 0(v1i )�� b �c(i); f 0(vi)�Lemma 6.5.nXi=1 b �c(i); f 0(vi)� = nXi=1 b �c(i); f 0(v1i )�� nXi=1hc [b yi; (i)i+ hc [b c0; [�; @�]iProof: By de�nition, for any x 2 H 2 and  2 � we havec0() = f 0(x)�Ad�()f 0(�1x)Let  = i and x = vi, then c0(i) = f 0(vi)�Ad�(i)f 0(vi+1)Using f 0(v1) = 0, we obtainc0(1 � � � i) = f 0(v1)�Ad�(1 ���i)f 0(�1i � � � �11 v1)= �Ad�(1���i)f 0(vi+1):We will also needc0(1 � � � i) = c0(1 � � � i�1) +Ad�(1���i�1)c0(i)= c0(1) +Ad�(1)c0(2) + � � �+Ad�(1���i�1)c0(i)and, since 1 � � � n = 1,0 = c0(1 � � � n) = c0(1) +Ad�(1)c0(2) + � � �+Ad�(1���n�1)c0(n)We then have,



20 THOMAS TRELOARnXi=1 b �c(i); f 0(vi)� = � nXi=1 b �c(i); Ad�(1 ���i)�1c0(1 � � � i�1)�= � nXi=1 b �Ad�(1���i�1)c(i); c0(1) +Ad�(1)c0(2) + � � �+Ad�(1 ���i�2)c0(i�1)�= � nXi=1 i�1Xj=1 b�Ad�(1���i�1)c(i); Ad�(1���j�1)c0(j)�= � nXj=1 nXi=j+1 b�Ad�(1���i�1)c(i); Ad�(1 ���j�1)c0(j)�= nXj=1 jXi=1 b�Ad�(1 ���i�1)c(i); Ad�(1 ���j�1)c0(j)�= nXj=1 b�c(1 � � � j); Ad�(1 ���j�1)c0(j)�= nXj=1 b�c(1 � � � j�1) +Ad�(1���j�1)c(j); Ad�(1���j�1)c0(j)�= nXj=1 b�c(1 � � � j�1); Ad�(1 ���j�1)c0(j)�+ nXj=1 b �c(j); c0(j)�= hc [b c0); [�; @�]i + nXj=1 b�c(j); f 0(v1j )�Ad�(j )f 0(v1j )�= hc [b c0; [�; @�]i+ nXj=1 b �c(j); f 0(v1j )�� nXj=1hB(c; y0j); (j)iProof of Proposition 6.3:A(�; �0) = Z�B(�; �0)= ZD B(e�; e�0)= Z@D B(e�; f 0)= nXi=1 �Zei B(e�; f 0) + Zbei B(e�; f 0)�= nXj=1hc [b x0j); (j)i � hc [b c0; [�; @�]i



THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN THE 3-SPHERE 216.3. Correspondence between Mr(S3) and Hom(�; T ;SU(2)) =SU(2). We now restrictto the case G = SU(2). We de�ne the isomorphism� : Hom (�; T ;SU(2))! fMr;where fMr is the closed polygonal linkages in S3 based at a point, by�(�) = (�(1); :::; �(n)) :This induces an isomorphism, which we also denote by �,� : Hom(�; T ;SU(2))=SU(2) !Mr:The di�erential d�� : T�(Hom(�; T ;SU(2))=SU(2)) ! T�(�)Mr is then de�ned byd��(c) = �dR�(1)c(1); :::; dR�(n)c(n)� :Here T�(Hom(�; T ;SU(2))=SU(2)) is identi�ed with an element of Z1par(�; g). We haved��(c) = (dRg1x1 � dLg1x1; :::; dRgnxn � dLgnxn)and d��(c0) = �dRg1x01 � dLg1x01; :::; dRgnx0n � dLgnx0n� :Recall, the symplectic form on Mr is given bye! = nXi=1 !i + 12 nXi=1 nXj=i+1 �Adg1���gi�1 ��i ^b Adg1���gj�1 ��j� :We can now prove the main result of this sectionTheorem 6.6. ��e! = AProof:First we note that ����i(c) = c(i)and (��!i)(c; c0) = !i �dRgic(i); dRgic0(i)�= �12 �Adg�1i c(i) + c(i); x0i�= �12 �c(i); Adgix0i + x0i�= �12 �c(i); c0(i)�� �c(i); Adgix0i�= �12 �Adg1���gi�1c(i); Adg1���gi�1c0(i)�+ hc [b x0i); (i)iIt follows that



22 THOMAS TRELOAR(��e!)(c; c0) = nXi=1(��!i)(c; c0) + 12 nXi=1 nXj=i+1�� �Adg1���gi�1 ��i ^b Adg1���gj�1 ��j� (c; c0)= nXi=1hc [b x0i); (i)i � nXi=1 12 �Adg1���gi�1c(i); Adg1���gi�1c0(i)�+ nXi=1 nXj=i+1 �Adg1���gi�1c(i); Adg1���gj�1c0(j)�� nXi=1 nXj=i+1 �Adg1���gi�1c0(i); Adg1���gj�1c(j)�= nXi=1hc [b x0i; (i)i � nXi=1 12 �Adg1���gi�1c(i); Adg1���gi�1c0(i)�+ nXj=2 j�1Xi=1 �Adg1���gi�1c(i); Adg1���gj�1c0(j)�+ nXi=1 iXj=1 �Adg1���gi�1c0(i); Adg1���gj�1c(j)�= nXi=1hc [b x0i; (i)i+ nXj=2 j�1Xi=1 �Adg1���gi�1c(i); Adg1���gj�1c0(j)�= nXi=1hc [b x0i); (i)i+ nXj=2 �Adg1���gi�1c0(i); c(1 � � � i�1)�= nXi=1hc [b x0i; (i)i � hc [b c0; [�; @�]i= A(�; �0)It is easily seen that the functions `i from x4.2 corresponds to the following Goldmanfunctions. Let ' : G ! R be de�ned by '(g) = cos�1 ��12 trace(g)�. We then de�ned thefunction ' : Hom (�; T ;SU(2)) =SU(2)! R by 'ga(�) = ' (�(�ga)). We see that��`i = '1���iThen choosing an maximal collection of nonintersecting diagonal on Mr corresponds to apair of pants decomposition on �. References[AKS] A. Alekseev, Y. Kosmann-Schwarzbach, Manin pairs and moment maps , preprint,math.DG/9909176.[AKSM] A. Alekseev, Y. Kosmann-Schwarzbach, E. Meinrenken, Quasi-Poisson Manifolds, prepintmath.DG/0006168.
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